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Candidates must respond in GERMAN to the Teacher/Examiner’s statements or questions
according to the outlines given in English. Candidates are expected to give detailed responses
where required.

Candidates should attempt ALL FOUR Situations.

Intervals of more than approximately 15 seconds between Situations are NOT permitted.

SITUATION 1  Leisure

EXAMINER Wohin gehst du denn?

CANDIDATE Say that you are going to the sports ground and say what you are going to do
there.

EXAMINER Treibst du sonst noch Sport?

CANDIDATE Say what other sports you do.

EXAMINER Hast du noch andere Hobbys?

CANDIDATE Say what other hobbies you have.

EXAMINER Wie schaffst du das alles, jetzt wo du soviel lernen mußt?

CANDIDATE Say how you can afford the time to do all that.

SITUATION 2  Exchange students

EXAMINER Hallo Tanja, da bist du ja wieder. Wo warst du denn so lange?

CANDIDATE Say that you spent three months as an exchange student in Australia. Say how you
liked it.

EXAMINER Bei wem hast du denn gewohnt?

CANDIDATE Describe the family you stayed with. Give THREE details.

EXAMINER Hast du viel von Australien gesehen?

CANDIDATE Talk about what you saw in Australia. Mention TWO details.

EXAMINER Und wie hat dir die Schule in Australien gefallen?

CANDIDATE Say what you liked and disliked in Australian schools.
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SITUATION 3  Invitation to a school ball

EXAMINER Gut, daß du zu Hause bist. Ich habe eine Überraschung. Hast du Lust, zu meinem
Schulball zu kommen?

CANDIDATE Tell your friend that you would love to go to the school ball. Ask when and where
it will take place.

EXAMINER Nächsten Samstag um acht Uhr im Kaiserhof.

CANDIDATE Say that must be expensive. Ask how much the tickets are.

EXAMINER Ich lade dich ein, aber leider habe ich kein Auto. Hast du eine Idee, wie wir
dorthin kommen können?

CANDIDATE Suggest a way of getting to the ball.

EXAMINER Nach dem Ball gibt es noch eine Party. Kommst du mit?

CANDIDATE Say that you do not think your parents will allow you to go to a party afterwards.
Say why.

SITUATION 4  Part-time work

EXAMINER Hast du einen Teilzeitjob?

CANDIDATE Tell your friend that you have a part-time job in a supermarket. Say that you work
at night.

EXAMINER Wie findest du die Arbeit?

CANDIDATE Say what you think of the work. Give THREE details.

EXAMINER Verdienst du genug Geld?

CANDIDATE Say how much you earn. Say that you do NOT earn enough money. Say why you
would like more money.

EXAMINER Möchtest du immer da arbeiten?

CANDIDATE Say that you do NOT always want to work there. Say what you plan to do in the
future.

End of paper
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